
American Gothic by Grant Wood

:60 Lesson Plan

I. Introduce Masterpiece of the Month:  American Gothic by

Grant Wood (5 min).

a. Be sure to point out that this masterpiece lives at the Art

Institute of Chicago

b. Discuss Elements and Principles of Art including:

    Lines, shapes, colors, form, textures, space, value, movement,

    contrast, emphasis rhythm and unity

c. Point out stitching in farmer's shirt that mirrors pitch fork

d. Point out white farmhouse in background with Gothic style

window.

.

II. Read (selected pages only) from Getting to Know the World’s

Greatest Artists (15 min)

a. Show Iowa on a U.S. Map (relative to Illinois)

b. Be sure to highlight nifty fact that Grant Wood asked his

dentist and his sister to pose as the farmer and the farmer’s

unmarried daughter

c. On page 11 – call up a volunteer to demonstrate drawing with a

burnt stick (stick should be with American Gothic materials in

Art Closet.  You may need to re-burn the stick to create a new

charred surface to draw with.  Please do this BEFORE entering

the classroom.)

III. Lead interactive dialogue on American Gothic’s fame as the

most parodied piece of artwork ever. (15 min)

a. Just as Art Parent concludes the book, dramatically fake

extreme hunger.  Reach into bag and begin to eat Paul Newman

Organic snack (raisins…) with parody of American Gothic on

package.

b. Continue the drama until a student recognizes the picture on the

    package.

c. Explain the how American Gothic is the one of the most

satirized pierces of art ever. – use large mounted Sponge Bob

print to illustrate.



IV. Brainstorm other pairs that could go together in a parody of

American Gothic. (see attached for examples…lead with one

person if needed and see if the students can come up with the

other…) THIS IS REALLY FUN.  Work around the room until

you feel like everyone has participated. (10 min).

Use examples of a cat and mouse and your mom and dad.

a. What would the “farmer” be holding instead of pitchfork?

b. What other details can you think of?

V. Art Project (20 min).

a. Have students return to desks.

b. Distribute large art paper and drawing materials (markers or

crayons)

c. Start CD of “Americana/Midwestern” music to establish the

mood and inspire

d. Have students draw their own American Gothic; either their

rendition of Grant Wood’s or their own parody.  They MUST

include the farmhouse with the Gothic window in their piece,

and the people in their rendition should be positioned as the

farmer and his wife in American Gothic.

VI. Wrap up exercise

a. Who can tell me the name of the Master piece of the Month?

b. Who can tell me the name of the artist?

c. Who can tell me one nifty fact about the Masterpiece or the

Master?

VII. Put leave behind materials in mailboxes

a. Letter home


